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                             120+40mg MDMA  Herewith Curtis' reactions as promised
TWENTY EIGHT AUGUST EIGHTY                  I'm hoarding the other dose for my
                                            recuperation from surgery Wednesday. 
                                            Best to you both
DEAR SASCHA                                                        NS

FORGIVE THIS FORMAT (AND MY FAMILIARITY NOT USING YOUR SURNAME) BUT THIS 
COMPUTER KEYBOARD IS THE ONLY TYPEWRITER WITH WHICH I MAY TRANSCRIBE MY TAPE 
RECORDED TRANSACTIONS WITH YOUR NEW MATERIAL NO PUNCTUATION OR SMALLER CASE 
POSSIBLE,

Unless ah this can be rectified, which I just have done.
Follows a literal transcribed copy of the tape I kept, at whatever seemed to 

me to be a proper time to report, of how my evening was progressing. Parentheticals 
added tonight.

7:32  (PM) I've just taken it. I don't feel a thing.
Thirty-five minutes, uh, right now. There is an exhilaration on intoxication. 

It occurs to me I haven't had any drugs for along time...never take them to feel 
insecure at the moment. So this is fine, but it doesn't....Uh, the softening of the 
visuals, rather like champagne. And a little bit of slurring of speech. And a 
little vertigo when standing up and walking across the room quickly. Uh, nothing 
except a feeling of some drug of unknown proportions, which is becoming a majority 
of my brain.

Rather sweaty hands, clammy feet (I was barefoot) itching around the eyes. 
Well, the coordination's OK. I watered the (15) plants without spilling any. Of 
course, (when I started to fill the watering can) I turned on the heater in the 
bathroom instead of turning on the light (switches on the same plate.) But...who is 
to draw the line between me doing that ANYWAY. . . .

I should put in, this is five minutes later, that I've been having a glass of 
wine, (12%) and I have not eaten anything since 4 o'clock. Now I'm starting a 
second glass, soo..perhaps it's tempered by these sips of wine. That's. . .I 
seldom at least take half an hour to drink one glass, I notice but I have, and
it's enjoyable. (NS says something) Yeah, and it's 40 minutes since I dropped.

This is 45, too, I decided to throw this in. I don't feel inarticulate. The 
exhilaration of the drug is I've never had it before -- yes, that's part of the 
package -- I think this exhilaration is uh not too extreme for a first time.

Ah, here it is on the interval of 8:30 and my intoxication is such that I 
have trouble working buttons uh driving would be an imposition. . .uh, but possible 
if I had to. . .I'd be bored driving, but I could certainly to it. Uh...the top of 
my head feels affected as opposed to the lower centers. It seems like my head is 
square, and there's sort of a crown effect, a capping of it sort of. But I was 
reading about the Phrygian Cap today. That may have something to do with it. Now 
there is definitely a chance in my being, like I have put something on my 
mind . . . .in and of itself it's pleasing. . .(Unsure) Seem to be forgetting to 
breathe regularly. So that's how intoxicated I am. Hallucinations are none, and 
hearing is about the same. Heat feels good (fireplace lit by NS)and, um,..I'm still 
sipping on the second glass of wine. At this time, it's half empty.


